
Managing Urban Wildlife Conflicts 

WHAT KIND OF WILDLIFE EXISTS 
IN PARKSVILLE? 
 

Parksville is home to several urban  
wildlife species and there are  
many benefits to living near wild  
animals. Bats consume insects such  
as mosquitoes and birds of prey can  
assist in managing pest rodent populations. Bird 
watching is a hobby which people of all ages 
enjoy. However, some animals can pose a threat 
to human health and safety and it is important to 
consider how human actions can help or hinder 
the situation. 
 
Residents can make small changes to their daily 
activities to reduce the potential for urban 
wildlife conflicts. The larger the animal, the bigger 
the concern. Bear and cougar encounters are 
significantly more worrisome for most than deer 
or rabbit interactions.  
 

BE BEAR AWARE 
 

Bears will usually avoid humans and attacks are 
very rare. However, bears can be drawn into 
urban areas in search of food. Garbage, compost, 
bird feeders, pet food or greasy BBQs will attract 
bears into your yard. Once a bear is habituated to 
human food, they cannot be rehabilitated and will 
keep returning for the easy meal. Almost always, 
this results in the bear being killed to remove the 
threat to public safety.  

“A fed bear is a dead bear” 
 
 
 

NEVER FEED URBAN WILDLIFE 
 
The City has a bylaw which prohibits the 
feeding of urban deer. Feeding any wild 
animal creates an array of problems for 
human residents and for the animals.  
Providing food supplements for wildlife 
can lead to digestive tract problems and 
reduce the animal’s immunity.  
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Feeding animals during winter months is causing 
broader problems for the animals and the 
community. The food people leave out often 
attracts rodents and other pests. Overpopulation 
of deer in a neighbourhood will also attract larger 
predators to urban streets, such as cougars. 
 
Feed your pets indoors and ensure compost bins 
are turned over regularly to reduce attracting 
odours. Clean your BBQ regularly and avoid meat 
products.  



 
WHAT CAN YOU DO? 
 
 
 
 

USEFUL LINKS 
BC Fish and Wildlife Branch: http://www.env.gov.bc.ca/pasb/applications/process/wildlife.html   

Managing invasive Rabbits: http://wdfw.wa.gov/living/rabbits.html#    
Ungulate (deer) Conflict Analysis: 
http://www.env.gov.bc.ca/cos/info/wildlife_human_interaction/UrbanUngulatesConflictAnalysisFINALJu
ly5-2010.pdf  
Wildlife Conflicts: http://www.env.gov.bc.ca/cos/info/wildlife_human_interaction/index.html  
  

MANAGING DEER CONFLICTS 
 
The abundance of urban deer is very evident in our City. While many enjoy having deer around the City, 
there are a number of conflicts which can arise. Deer are injured or killed on our urban roads and pose a 
hazard for drivers. Deer will destroy vegetable gardens and landscaping which causes distress to many 
homeowners and also adds to the cost of maintaining a household. Where possible, use deer resistant 
plants and erect fencing and other deterrents around vegetable gardens or young saplings to protect them 
from deer grazing.  It is also important not to harass deer or allow dogs to chase deer. Enjoy the deer from 
a distance and do not approach or try to touch. Call the RCMP if a collision with a deer results in personal 
injury, damage over $1,000, a traffic hazard or if the deer was seriously injured but did not die  as a result 
of the crash.  
 

Information is for convenience only. Contact the Planning Department to discuss current and applicable bylaws. 
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